
Worksheets on various grammatical terms for SSLC students 

1. Active and Passive Voice.

2. As soon as/No sooner … than/hardly…when/scarcely…when.

3. Conditional Sentences.

4. Direct and Indirect/Reported Speech.

5. Enough (Usage)

6. Had better.

7. Tag questions.

8. The more…the more.

9. Would rather.

10. Question Formation

1. Active and Passive Voice

Passive Voice Verb = a verb Be form + Past Participle form of the verb 

Forms of Verb Be 

Base form Present Tense Past Tenses Present/-ing Participle Past Participle 

Be Am/is/are Was/ were being been 

The Object of the Active Voice sentence will become the Subject of the Passive 

Voice sentence. The Subject of the Active Voice sentence will become the Object 

or By + Agent in the Passive Voice.  The following table shows different forms of 

the verb ‘select’, as an example, in active and passive voice. 

Active Voice Verb Passive Voice Verb 

Simple Present Select/selects Am/is/are + selected 

Present continuous am/is/are selecting Am/is /are + being+ selected 

Present perfect Has/have selected Has / have + been + selected 

Present Perfect 

Continuous* 

Has/have been 

selecting 

Has/Have + been + being + 

selected 

Simple Past Selected Was/were + selected 

Past continuous Was/were selecting Was /were + being + selected 

Past perfect Had selected Had + been + selected 

Past perfect continuous* Had been selecting Had  +been + being+ selected 

Simple Future Shall/will select Shall / will + be + selected 

Future continuous* Shall/will be selecting Shall/will + be + being + selected 

Future perfect Shall/will have selected Shall/will + have + been + selected 

Future perfect Shall/will have been Shall/will + have + been + being 

 



continuous* selecting +selected 

Modal auxiliaries Can/may/could/might/

must etc. + select 

Can/may/could/might must etc. + 

be + selected 

To infinitive To select To + be + selected 

Perfect infinitive To have selected To + have + been +selected 

Imperative Select him Let him be selected. 

Participial Selecting Being selected 

Perfect Participial Having selected Having been selected 

*Future continuous and all other perfect continuous are very rare in the Passive

Voice. 

Active Voice-� ���� Passive Voice-��	� 
�� Verb-� ��������, Active Voice

������� Object-� Passive   Voice ������� Subject ���� Active Voice � Subject -

� Passive Voice-� Object ���� by + agent ���� �����. Active Verb-�� Past Participle

� !��� ����� ��" !�# $!���� ����� Subject-�� number-��� person-��� 
verb-�� tense-��� ���%&'���� verb 'Be' ��( ������)���� 
�� verb form 
�*+	��.

SSLC �*�,� �!-��� %�.��/, 
�� ������� Object-� Subject 0���� 
��1� ��� ����� ���� 23�'�" ��4�-(�� �5'���6 ��/�7.

8,�9�/�:

“The young brother took the cubs”. Rewrite the sentence beginning with “The cubs”. 

;��( '����	�� ������� verb 'took' 2�< simple past tense-��6,

�'����(�-� verb 'be' ��( � !=� 
��� ;�>. �'���� � ����� passive

��>. The cubs 2�< ��1� '�(=� ����� ���� 23�'���6 
��4�-?���	��<. �'��<, active ������� object-� subject �	� 
������". 

8���: The cubs were taken by the young brother.

'����	�� verb 'took' simple past tense-� ��'���� verb 'be' ��( past �� was

��>@�� were �6 !��A/��� ���1<. The cubs 2� subject B9��*�� 
��'���� ��'�(�-� were 2�� �*+	/�.

� Change the Voice of the following sentences.

1. Vanka was writing a letter to his grandfather.

2. He posted the letter without writing the address.



3. Notices have been published in newspapers by Hitchcock.

4. Mr.Thorat brings two tigers.

5. I lighted the kerosene lamp.

6. The house was not electrified by the house-owner.

7. Another man was carrying a hairy dog-skin.

8. The ferocious animal was accompanied by a man.

9. We will not allow that.

10. The cobbler has repaired Zahra’s shoes.

11. You can wear my sneakers.

12. The younger brother had taken the bear cubs.

13. The manager gave Ray two tigers.

14. The Vice Chancellor will award the Jacket to Martha.

15. The father had taken Adolf back to the woods.

� 2. As soon as / No sooner… than/hardly…when/scarcely…when 

As soon as is a conjunction used to talk about two actions – one happens 

immediately after the other.  As soon as is used with the first action. 


��� !��� ����� 2� �5'���� %�C��	�� �1� ����=D 
����E� !�����6 as soon as 8!���A�	��<. �,� 
%�C����(�-��6 as soon as 8!���A��	1<. �1� ����=D 
!�F!�� ���)�-�	����� as soon as �� '������ �+�� ���� ��� 
$!���A=D��� ��	���D��� 
3���	/�.
"no sooner...than", "hardly...when", "scarcely...when" 2��� as soon as �!�� '� 
8!���A�	�� negative expressions �����. ;� ��1� ����� 
'�(=���� No sooner + auxiliary + subject + verb..., than...2� �5'���� inverted word

order ��� ��+��" $4G�	/�.
8,�9�/�:

When he opened the door, a rat ran out immediately. (Rewrite this sentence using ‘as soon as’) 

H ��*���� ���� '8(�' '��-��' 2�5 �+�� ���� immediately,

when 2��� 
3���	/�. �,� %�C�� as soon as �*+�� !��/�.
8���:  As soon as he opened the door, a rat ran out.

;�� ;�' ����� no sooner...than ��>@�� hardly...when �*+�� ���� 
23�'��. ;���� I'@���� ��1� ����� ���C�	����� inverted

word order ��� ��+��" $4G�	/�.
8���: No sooner did he open the door than a rat ran out. Hardly did he open the door when a rat

ran out. ( ���� 23�'�" !�# ������� 
�� auxiliary verb ;�>��'����,



opened 2�< did + open 2��	� ���� did 2� auxiliary 	� �4J� subject

��(��< $4G�	��)
"No sooner...than", "Hardly...when", "Scarcely...when" ;����(�-� simple past �� !��� 
past perfect tense 8� %�.��/ 8!���A�	���1�.
Example: No sooner had he opened the door than a rat ran out. 

� Rewrite or combine the following sentences using as soon as and then use

“no sooner… than/hardly…when/scarcely…when” to rewrite them. If you

start the sentences with any of these negative expressions, an inverted

word-order (…auxiliary + subject + verb…) is required.

1. Vanka finished writing the letter. Immediately he went out to post the

letter. 

2. Mr. Thorat opened the cage. The tiger dashed out at once.

3. The snake turned to the mirror. Soon the doctor ran out of the room.

4. The principal asked Martha to pay for the jacket.  Soon she left the room

crying. 

5. The tiger became calm soon. Without any delay they started the

shooting. 

6. The young brother went into the forest. Soon he found the river.

7. Immediately after he crossed the river, he took the bear cubs.

8. When the father brought home a wild rabbit, the mother started

complaining. 

9. A J Cronin boarded the ship. Without much delay he noticed someone

watching him. 

10. He heard someone knocking at the door. He opened the door

immediately. 

3. Conditional Sentences

Conditionals If-clause Main clause 

First conditional Simple present tense Will + bare infinitive (base form verb) 

Second conditional Simple past tense Would + bare infinitive (base form verb) 

Third conditional Past perfect tense Would + have + Past Participle form 

�� conditional sentence-� If-clause, main clause 2�5 �1� C�A=� 81�. If

��1� '�(=�� C�A��6 If-clause ���� conditional clause. If-clause� verb,

simple present tense� �/@��, main clause� verb "will + base form verb" 2� 



� !��������	��. (;��� conditional sentence-�� First Conditionals 2��/� 
����-(�� )
If-clause � verb, simple past tense-��/@�� main clause-� verb, "would + base form verb"

2� � !��������	��. (;'�6 Second Conditional sentences)

If-clause� verb, past perfect tense-��/@�� main clause-� verb, "would + have +past

participle" 2� � !��������	/�. (;� Third Conditional sentences �����)

� Use the bracketed verbs appropriately in the following sentences.

1. If you post the letter without writing an address, it…(reach) your grandpa.

2. If Vanka’s mother…(live), he would not have been sent to Moscow.

3. Vanka would run away if he…(have) a pair of boots.

4. If the doctor had moved, the snake…(bite) him.

5. If his wife were fat, she…(not be) able to run after him and catch him.

6. If the wire is visible, it…(spoil) the originality.

7. If a tiger-skin collar was used, it…(not flatten) the hair on the tiger’s neck.

8. If I went into the forest and up the mountain, I…(have) something to

remember. 

9. If you took the bear cubs, the she-bear…(attack) you.

10. It would not have been an award if Martha…(pay) for it.

4. Direct and Indirect speech/reported speech

(If the reporting verb is in the past tense, there should be a back-shifting of the 

tense of verb in the reported clause. However, if the reporting verb is in the 

present or the future tense, no such back-shifting is required. But words 

showing nearness in time and place should be replaced by words showing 

distance in time and place.) 

[Reported speech ��	� ����� ��������, reporting Verb, past tense � �/@�� 
reported clause � $����� present � ���� past ��	�, past � ���� past perfect
��	�2� �5'���� 
�� back-shifting %�C��	��. �< �!�� %��� 0�� 
;���� ';��(' ';�-��' 2��=� �(�-� % *�-�	�� ���4J/ 
!,=D '���('  '��-��' 2� �!�� ���� ��/�	�� !,=D�	� 
���/�.

• The linking word ‘that’ is used to for statements/declarative sentences.

• The same question word is used for ‘wh-questions.



• The word ‘if’ or ‘whether’ is used for Yes/No answer questions.

• The ‘to infinitive’ form is used for commands or requests (imperative sentences)

• The exclamatory sentences are changed into statements and reported using ‘that’.

[Reported speech-��	� ����� �������� statement sentence-�

reporting clause ���� BM�-�	�" 'that' 8!���A�	��. Question word

�*�,�=D BM�-�	�" ��' question word 8� Yes / No answer

�*�,�=D BM�-�	�" 'if' 2��� 'whether' 2��� 8!���A�	��.
Imperative sentence �/@�� reported clause � verb � 'to infinitive'

�	� ���/�. Exclamatory sentence -�statement �	� 'that' ��1�
BM�-�	/�.]

� Turn the following into reported speech.

1. The master asked Vanka:  “What are you doing?

Vanka replied: “I am writing a letter.”

2. Vanka said to his grandpa, “I have nobody in this world except you”.

3. The grandpa asked: “Vanka, how is your life in Moscow”?

Vanka replied: “My life here is worse than that of a dog.”

4. The doctor said, “I wanted to marry a fat and rich doctor.”

His friends asked: “Why did you want to marry a fat woman?”

5. The doctor said, “If I marry a fat lady, she will not be able to chase me.”

6. The doctor’s friends asked: “Why do you look so frightened?”

The doctor replied: “A snake fell on his shoulder.”

7. Mr. Rays asked the Manager: “Would you give me a tiger?”

The manager asked Ray: “How long will you need it for?”

8. Mr. Ray said, “Mr. Thorath showed us a scar on his forearm, which had

been caused by  a tiger.”

9. Ali told Akbar: “My mom said to put it on our tab.”

Akbar asked Ali: “Tell your mom your account has reached its limit.”

10. Adichi said, “one of my friends died in a plane crash because our fire

trucks did not have water.”

5. Usage of ‘Enough’



When the word enough is used with an adjective or adverb, it should be 

placed after the adjective or the adverb.  If it is used with a noun, it should 

come before the noun. { (Enough + noun) enough 
�� noun ��  ������� 
(Adjective/adverb + enough) adjective-����� adverb-����� � (��/��� 
adjective/adverb ��  �4J����6 enough ������� ���1<.}

� Use “enough” in the following sentences appropriately.

1. I have money to buy a car.

2. I am rich to buy a car.

3. He drove fast to reach there on time.

4. He was not old to get admitted to the school.

5. She had confidence to win the award.

6. She danced beautifully to be attracted by the audience.

7. Strangely no one noticed the celebrity’s presence.

6. Had better
We use had better to talk about actions which are desirable to do in a 

specific situation. It is used to give specific advice, not to talk about general 

obligations or requirements. It should be followed by a bare infinitive. The 

negative form of it is “had better not”. [had better 2� $!���A��� past

�+�� ;�>. 
��� C�������� �+���� ������ 
�� $!�'�� 
%�9*����� 2N� *O/� (�C��J/5��) 2� 
8!�,4�/'5������/'�#(�-� 2��� $!�(�-�	���6 had better

8!���A�	��<. Had better �� �4J� base form verb (infinitive without 'to') ��$'�� 
8!���A�	�� .]

� Express the idea of the following sentences using “had better”.

1. It is going to rain. It would be a good idea for you to take an umbrella.

Ans: You had better take an umbrella. 

2. It seems better for me to go to sleep now.

3. Let’s leave before the police come.

4. She must tell everything to the principal.

5. He has always some illness. It’s good for him to consult a doctor.

6. All are angry with you. It’s good for you not to go there now.



7. The snake may be still there. It’s not safe for you to go back to the house.

8. Let’s go by a taxi to reach there on time.

9. You are already sick and tired. You should take rest for your good health.

10. You are spending lavishly. It won’t be good for your future.

7. Tag Questions
Negative sentence ��	� positive tag question, positive sentence ��	� negative tag question

2�'�6 �����. Negative tag question-� 
�� auxiliary verb ���(�-� n't 2� 
*���	 � !� ��$'�� �*+	�� . '����	�� sentence-� 
�� auxiliary

verb 81@�� ��' auxiliary verb, tag question-� �*+	��, ;�>@�� verb -�� 
tense�� ���%&'���� do, does, did ;���� ���� ������)����< tag

question � �*+	/�.  
• I am ��1� '�(=�� sentence�� "aren't I?" 2��/� tag question.

• 2��� I am not 2�'�� "am I?" 2�'�6 tag question.

• Never, seldom, hardly, rarely, barely, scarcely, little, few 2��=� negative words

�(=�� ����=D�� positive tag question �*+	�" $4G�	/�.
• Somebody, Someone, Everybody, Everyone, Nobody, etc.  2��� subject  ���

���� sentence �D�( tag question-� they 2� subject ���/�.
• There 2� !,� subject ��� ���� ����=�	� tag question-�

subject ��� there 2�� '� �*+	/�.
• This / That 2��� subject ��� ���� sentence �D�( tag question-�

subject ��� "it" �6 8!���A��	1<.
• Command/request ��	� will you? / won't you? 2��� tag question �����.
• Let's ��1� '�(=�� ����=�	� "shall we?" 2�� tag question

���/�.
• Ought to 2� auxiliary verb �(=�� sentence-� tag question-� should 2�

auxiliary verb �6 %�.��/ 8!���A�	��<. (We ought to obey the laws of

the land, shouldn't we?)

• Used to 2� auxiliary verb �� !��� tag question -� did �6
8!���A��	1<. (He used to visit us, didn't he?)

Study carefully the examples given in the table: 

Positive sentence Negative tag Negative sentence Positive tag 

You are a doctor, aren’t you? I am not a student, am I? 

Something has happened, hasn’t it? Nothing was true, was it? 

He needs some help, doesn’t he He scarcely visits us, does he? 

Come here, won’t you? Don’t open the door, will you? 

He used to live here, didn’t he? He will never lie, will he? 



I think he is honest, isn’t he? I think you can’t manage it, can  you? 

This is a nice idea, isn’t it? There is no way, is there? 

I am a student, aren’t I? Nobody told me, did they? 

Let’s go home now, shall we? Neither of them came, did they? 

� Add suitable tag questions to the followings sentences.

1. Vanka was an orphan,……..?

2. His life has been worse than that of a dog,……………?

3. I am a handsome and young bachelor,……….?

4. Someone would act as a stand-in for the dog,……….?

5. Martha never thought that she had to pay for the jacket,……..?

6. Someone replied within a few days,……..?

7. Mr.Thorat’s men had fixed a five foot iron rod to the ground,…….?

8. Let me do it first,……..?

9. We don’t have any formula left,……..?

10. Go to your company store,……………….?

11. Let’s start the shooting,…………..?

12. Again the younger brother became a wanderer,……..?

13. He told us his story,…..?

14. There are remedies for all maladies,…….?

15. She is hardly ever late,………..?

8. The + more…, the + more…
The + Comparative 2� structure ��R sentence ��	� �1� C�A=� 81����. 
�1���� 
�� word order ��� ��+��" $4G�	/�. ;��� ����=D�( 
I���� *���=�� � !� The + more/ Comparative, The + more/comparative �����. 
(The sooner, the better).

The + more/comparative + subject + verb...,the + more/comparative + subject + verb... 2� 
�5'���� word order ��� ��+�/�, �1� C�A=D����� verb �D�( tense-

�� ���)�	����� ��/�.
8,�9�/�: The faster you walk, the earlier you reach.

The comparative subject Verb, the comparative subject verb 
The less you spend, the more you save. 

The more he works, the more he earns. 

The longer I stay 

here, 

the more worried I become. 



� Use the structure “the + more…the + more” to complete the following

clauses.

1. The more it rains, …………………..(the situation becomes difficult)

Ans: The more it rains, the more difficult the situation becomes. 

2. ………………………, the weaker we become. (When we grow older)

3. The higher the price is,………………………..( the quality is high)

4. The more he explained,…………………………(I became very confused)

5. ……………………………, the angrier she became. (she waited for a long time)

� Complete the following dialogue between a teacher and a student.

Student: Good morning sir! 

Teacher: Good morning. …………(1)………..? 

Student: I’m just walking as part of my morning exercise. 

Teacher: Oh, that’s nice. I’m also doing the same. 

Students: Sir,………………(2)………………..? 

Teacher: I’ve been doing this exercise for more than ten years now. 

Student: This daily exercise is the secret of your health,…(3)…..? 

Teacher: Yes, of course. We had better……(4)…….. 

Student: If our school health club had conducted an awareness class on the 

importance of the daily exercise,……………(5)……………………… 

Teacher: Yes, you are right. ………………(6)………….? 

Student: Yes, I can take the initiative. 

Teacher: Go ahead then! I’ll also help you. The earlier,………(7)……….. 

Student: Thank you. Bye! 

Teacher: Bye, see you! 

9. Would rather
We use would rather to talk about preferring one thing to another. ‘Would rather ‘has two 

different constructions. When the subject is the same person in both clauses, we use would 

rather followed by the base form of the verb. When we want to refer to the past we use would 

rather + have + -ed form (perfect infinitive without to), when the subject is the same person. 

When the subjects of the two clauses are different, we often use the past simple to talk about 

the present or future, and the past perfect to talk about the past.  



��� �����	
�� ������� ������ ������ ������ ��� 
������� Would rather �������
�� . Would rather �������
�"��� 
#���	�� �$� %��&� (clause) �$���(. �$� %��&)��*��( subject ��� 
�����+�� would rather�� �,-( simple present tense verb (base form without 'to')

�������
�(. ./#� subject �� #���0�����+�� would rather�� �,-( 
�$����	 subject ������"( simple past tense verb �12
�(.
�3�4��(:
I would rather stay at home than go out. (��� subject )

I would rather you stayed at home. (different subjects) 

would rather not ����� negative ���(. Subject #���0�������
��6�� 

�$���	 clause�* verb ������"��� negative �12�
$ .
Example: I would rather not go out tonight. (same subject) 

I would rather you didn’t go out tonight. (different subjects) 

� Rewrite the following sentences using would rather. ( One is done for you)

1. I like more to sit in the garden than watching TV.

Ans. I would rather sit in the garden than watch TV.

2. I want you to work hard for your examination.

3. I prefer you not to spend your money foolishly.

4. I like more to spend time with my friends than sitting alone.

5. It’s a horror film. I don’t want the children to watch it.

6. I prefer you to stay with somebody in this town.

10. Question Formation

;SD5J�� Wh-questions, Yes / No answer questions 2��=� �1� '�� �*�,�=� 
%+T %�.��/��6. Wh ��1� '�(=�� Question Words ��	� !���� 
How?(2=�), How many?(2$'-2V�), How much?(2$'-�DW), How far?(2$'���),
How old? (2$' $!���), How long?(2$' ����/ I'� ��)How often? (2$' '�/) 
'�(=������ !'�W �*�,� !,=D�6. 

Wh-question-�� Word order: QW + Auxiliary + Subject + Verb (�*�,���� subject ��� 
question word ���� !X� %�.��/ word order '� !�N�(�/�)]  

Yes / No answer question-�� Word order: Auxiliary + Subject + Verb

� Frame questions to get the following sentences as answers.

1. I am from India.

2. I am 35 years old.

3. Yes, I can speak French.

4. I visit my parents twice a month.



5. My office is 10 KMs away from my residence.

6. My friend stays with me. 

7.  No, I do not know how to write Tamil. 

8. I came here last week. 

9. My sister is in Bangalore.   

10. Our exam is 2 ½ hours long.

************************************************************************ 

Answers: 

(Active and Passive Voice) 

1. A letter was being written to his grandfather by Vanka.

2. The letter was posted without the address being written by him.

3. Hitchcock has published notices in newspapers.

4. Two tigers are brought by Mr.Thorat.

5. The kerosene lamp was lighted by me.

6. The house-owner did not electrify the house.

7. A hairy dog-skin was being carried by another man.

8. A man accompanied the ferocious animal.

9. That will not be allowed by us.

10. Zahra’s shoes have been repaired by the cobbler.

11. My sneakers can be worn by you.

12. The bear cubs had been taken by the younger brother.

13. Two tigers were given to Ray by the manager. (Or, Ray was given two tigers by the

manager.) 

14. The Jacket will be awarded to Martha by the Vice Chancellor. (Or, Martha will be

awarded the jacket by the Vice Chancellor) 

15. Adolf had been taken back to the woods by the father.

(As soon…as) 

1. As soon as Vanka finished writing the letter, he went out to post it.

2. As soon as Mr. Thorat opened the cage, the tiger dashed out.

3. As soon as the snake turned to the mirror, the doctor ran out of the room.

4. As soon as the principal asked Martha to pay for the jacket, she left the room crying.

5. As soon as the tiger became calm, they started the shooting.

6. As soon as the young brother went into the forest, he found the river.

7. As soon as he crossed the river, he took the bear cubs.



8. As soon as the father brought home a wild rabbit, the mother started complaining.

9. As soon as A J Cronin boarded the ship, he noticed someone watching him.

10. As soon as he heard someone knocking at the door, he opened the door.

(No sooner…than/Hardly…when/Scarcely…when) 

1. No sooner did Vanka finish writing the letter than he went out to post it.*

2. Hardly did Mr.Thorat open the cage when the tiger dashed out.**

3. Scarcely did the snake turn to the mirror when the doctor ran out of the room.**

4. No sooner did the principal ask Martha to pay for the jacket than she left the room

crying. 

5. Hardly did the tiger become calm when they started the shooting.

6. Scarcely did the young brother go into the forest when he found the river.

7. No sooner did he cross the river than he took the bear cubs.

8. Hardly did the father bring home a wild rabbit when the mother started complaining.

9. Scarcely did A J Cronin board the ship when he noticed someone watching him.

10. No sooner did he hear someone knocking at the door than he opened the door.

(* In place of the Simple Past a Past Perfect verb is also possible with these expressions. 

** When can be replaced by before after Hardly…or Scarcely…. E.g. Hardly had he 

crossed the river before he took the bear cubs.) 

(Conditionals) 

1. If you post the letter without writing an address, it will not reach your grandpa.

2. If Vanka’s mother had lived, he would not have been sent to Moscow.

3. Vanka would run away if he had a pair of boots.

4. If the doctor had moved, the snake would have bitten him.

5. If his wife were fat, she would not be able to run after him and catch him.

6. If the wire is visible, it will spoil the originality.

7. If a tiger-skin collar was used, it would not flatten the hair on the tiger’s neck.

8. If I went into the forest and up the mountain, I would have something to remember.

9. If you took the bear cubs, the she-bear would attack you.

10. It would not have been an award if Martha had paid for it.

(Reported Speech) 

1. The master asked Vanka what he was doing.



 Vanka replied that he was writing a letter. 

2. Vanka said to his grandpa that he had nobody in this world except him.

3. The grandpa asked Vanka how his life in Moscow was.

Vanka replied that his life there was worse than that of a dog.

4. The doctor said that he had wanted to marry a fat and rich doctor.

His friends asked why he had wanted to marry a fat woman.

5. The doctor said that If he married a fat lady, she would not be able to chase him.

6. The doctor’s friends asked why he looked so frightened.

The doctor replied that a snake had fallen on his shoulder.

7. Mr. Rays asked the Manager whether he would give him a tiger.

The manager asked Ray how long he would need it for.

8. Mr. Ray said that Mr. Thorath had showed them a scar on his forearm,

 which had been caused by  a tiger. 

9. Ali told Akbar that his mom had said to put it on their tab.

Akbar asked Ali to tell his mom their account had reached its limit.

10. Adichi said that one of her friends had died in a plane crash because their trucks had

not had water. 

(Usage of Enough) 

1. I have enough money to buy a car.

2. I am rich enough to buy a car.

3. He drove fast enough to reach there on time.

4. He was not old enough to get admitted to the school.

5. She had enough confidence to win the award.

6. She danced beautifully enough to be attracted by the audience.

7. Strangely enough no one noticed the celebrity’s presence.

(Had better) 

2. I had better go to sleep now.

3. We had better leave before the police come.

4. She had better tell everything to the principal.

5. He had better to consult a doctor.

6. You had better not go there now.

7. You had better not go back to the house.

8. We had better go by a taxi to reach there on time.

9. You had better take rest for your good health.



10. You had better not spend lavishly.

(Tag questions) 

1. Vanka was an orphan, wasn’t he?

2. His life has been worse than that of a dog, hasn’t it?

3. I am a handsome and young bachelor, aren’t I?

4. Someone would act as a stand-in for the dog, wouldn’t they?

5. Martha never thought that she had to pay for the jacket, did she?

6. Someone replied within a few days, didn’t they?

7. Mr.Thorat’s men had fixed a five foot iron rod to the ground, hadn’t they?

8. Let me do it first, won’t you?

9. We don’t have any formula left, do we?

10. Go to your company store, won’t you?

11. Let’s start the shooting, shall we?

12. Again the younger brother became a wanderer, didn’t he?

13. He told us his story, didn’t he?

14. There are remedies for all maladies, aren’t there?

15. She is hardly ever late, is she?

(The…more, the…more) 

2. The older we grow, the weaker we become.

3. The higher the price is, the higher the quality is.

4. The more he explained, the more confused I became.

5. The longer she waited, the angrier she became.

(Dialogue between a teacher and student) 

Student: Good morning sir! 

Teacher: Good morning. Where are you going this early morning? 

Student: I’m just walking as part of my morning exercise. 

Teacher: Oh, that’s nice. I’m also doing the same. 

Students: Sir, how long have you been doing this exercise? 

Teacher: I’ve been doing this exercise for more than ten years now. 

Student: This daily exercise is the secret of your health, isn’t it? 

Teacher: Yes, of course. We had better do exercise as long as we can. 



Student: If our school health club had conducted an awareness class on the importance 

of the daily exercise, it would have encouraged all the students. 

Teacher: Yes, you are right. Can you take an initiative? 

Student: Yes, I can take the initiative. 

Teacher: Go ahead then! I’ll also help you. The earlier, the better. 

Student: Thank you. Bye! 

Teacher: Bye, see you! 

(Would rather) 

2. I would rather you worked hard for your examination.

3. I would rather you didn’t spend your money foolishly.

4. I would rather spend time with my friends that sit alone.

5. I would rather the children did not watch (it) the horror film.

6. I would rather you stayed with somebody in this town.

(Question Formation) 

1. Where are you from?

2. How old are you?

3. Can you speak French?

4. How often do you visit your parents?

5. How far is your office from your residence?

6. Who stays with you?

7. Do you know how to write Tamil?

8. When did you come here?

9. Where is your sister?

10. How long is your exam?

********************************************************** 


